Paper:
One 9x13 pad or block of 100%cotton 140lb paper
Arches, Winsor Newton, Saunders or Fabriano best.
One pad of student grade paper 11x14, of above brands or,
Strathmore ;yellow heavyweight or brown called Best are fine and less expensive than Winsor
Newton or Fabriano or Fluid for the student grade.
These will say 25%cotton or nothing at all.

PAINT
ONE TUBE of each paint with some choices of brand. The larger size is more economical than the
smaller 5 mL sizes.
I mostly use Winsor and Newton, but any professional grade paint company will be fine. Daniel
Smith, Shminke, Sennelier, Holbein,
M. Graham to name a few.

Phthalocyanine blue (GREEN shade) also know as Winsor Blue PB 15.
French Ultramarine Blue PB 29.

Scarlet lake PR 188 OR Winsor Red PR 254 ( Winsor Newton)OR Napthol Red PR 112 ( M. Graham)
Permanent Rose. PV 19

Lemon Yellow ( Winsor lemon)
PY 175 OR
Hansa yellow light ( Daniel smith) PY 3
Hansa yellow medium ( Daniel smith) PY 97 OR
Winsor yellow PY 154
One tube of:
Burnt sienna PR101 (Winsor Newton)
If the cost of all this paint is too much then please don’t hesitate to buy student grade. We can
work with it. Winsor Newton’s Cotman series is my preferred. They do come in sets with pans, and
they have small tubes. These are fine.
Choosing Artist grade not student grade will give you more pigment and brighter results for the
money.
Larger tube best, but please don’t feel you must buy all of it. I can share.

ALTERNATIVE smaller group of paint to purchase if 7 tubes too many is:
Phthalo blue (GREEN shade)WN PB15
Permanent Rose WN PV19
Hansa Yellow Medium PY97 Daniel Smith
Burnt Sienna PR101 WN
BRUSHES
Pointed Round in sizes, 2, 6, 12 (synthetic, blends of real and synthetic or sable all fine) NO HOG hair. Buy brushes specifically for watercolor.
Sizes are suggestions as all brands are different. We need a small, medium and large, but not enormous.
Suggested brands for brushes: Escoda (Versatil), da Vinci (Spin, Cosmotop or Maestro), Silver (black velvet), Rosemary and Co. (Large variety of all sorts, available from windriverarts.com in USA, Kingart golden line, Princeton (Neptune)

Also one inexpensive 3/4” or 1” flat brush Snap (Texas art supplies) line is fine.

ALSO NEEDED
One roll of painter’s or artist’s masking tape 3/4” or 1” (Sherwin Williams makes an inexpensive very good painter’s) tape

One support board to tape down the paper. (plastic corrugated, like an old voting sign, Grafix board, gator board or balsa wood for artists all fine, but needs to be larger than 11x14. No exact size. Smaller than 36”
Palette to hold paint. Plastic to hold paint is fine.
A white porcelain plate for mixing.
Can be rectangle or round.
Roll of paper towel
Box of Kleenex
Small empty spray bottle for water.
2-3 Empty containers for water